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Energy Cluster Value Chain Mapping Cluster Meeting Notes 

April 9, 2013 

11:30 AM 
CONFERENCE CALL  

Submitted by Jennifer Brown, KCEDC 
 
Attendance 
Jerry Murphy, Steve Dvorak, Emily DeVillers, Merlin Raab, Jennifer Brown, Mandy Mott, Greg Polachek, Maria 
Redmond, Andy Onesti, and Doug Lindsey,Niel of One Group Consulting. 
 
Steve (pre -discussion) Lot of people from other states doing the same things like Indiana. It’s happening 
fast…maybe too fast. Stations are putting in holding tanks. Who is manufacturing these?  
 
Emily stated that Angi Energy Systems is involved with some storage/tank manufacturing.  
 
Jerry Murphy stated that New North did an initial study based on NAICS codes to identify suppliers who would 
participate in the CNG marketplace.  New North needs to aggregate the data and determine which companies 
have an interest in CNG.   
 
Steve Dvorak:  Jerry does the study include storage tanks? Or multi-tube vessels?  
 
Jerry Murphy: This is an easier market to identify. There are more companies that have the capacity to enter the 
CNG marketplace, but may not want to capitalize on the market opportunity. Companies may need to align 
themselves or expose themselves to the opportunity to in order to eventually capture a piece of the market. The 
marketplace needs to be educated about CNG and options for supplying the industry. We could design this 
incrementally and the expand state-wide. 
 
Merlin Raab- RIN create value and opportunity. Talked about surveying the fleets. Emily connected with Fleets 
Seek. At the last meeting we discuss if it would it be beneficial to have a couple of local meetings to educate 
local fleets about CNG - possibly in Cleveland and Kewaunee. Group was supportive of local meetings.  
 
Jerry Murphy committed intern with a scope of work dedicated to data gathering.  The intern’s time is limited 
through the end of the spring. The intern could do meeting invitation solicitation through phone calls to the 
meeting. 
 
Process: 1) identify list of contacts 2) create an email or letter explaining purpose (New North) 3) LICI or Local 
EDC’s communicate initially 4)New North intern will follow-up on invitation of local meeting  
5) establish program. 
 
Maria and Emily will assist with the invitation meeting.     
 
The decision was made to host webinars in conjunction with the local meetings at LTC and in Luxemburg. Dates 
potentially May 21st, 29th and/or 30th. Need to identify. Half day session or few hours will be ideal. Jennifer 
Brown and Doug Lindsey will confirm dates.  
 
Maria and Emily will develop and outline of a presentation to address CNG including a list of presenters and/or 
natural gas and bio gas. Presenters will be identified to provide case studies of renewables and natural gas.  
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